
tenerife landscapes 





Planet earth’s highest mountain range, ninety percent of it beneath the Atlantic ... 



... which, a few hundred metres offshore, is already two miles deep. 



Dykes are formed by lines of 
magma that leak on their way 
up the inside of the volcano to 
solidify like the backs of 
dinosaurs. 



A diverse range of overlapping, hence cross-checkable, ‘clocks’ allows us to date prehistory from the past ten millennia 
to the past four and a half billion years with great accuracy: see Richard Dawkins, Greatest Show on Earth, Chapter 4. 



Speaking of Dawkins, the Canaries are cut off like Madagascar. Islands, literal and metaphoric, are as crucial to evolution as random 
genetic mutation and natural selection. These (literal) islands host unique flora and fauna: this red crab’s white cousin for one.  



Meanwhile back up the hill, after a day of high altitude cruising, we parked just off camera 
from this mini sandstorm to begin a fifteen kilometre hike at five pm and so cheat the sun ... 



... reaching the peak of Guajara, 2700m above sea level, minutes before it set. 



A torchlit descent, tougher than the ascent, saw us back at our cars just after one am. 



Another day, another stunning part of Tenerife: the quay at Peurtito de la Cruz. 





These beach animals are locals. Walkers aside, tourists favour the southern tip for its golden sands. 
Beaches here in the north are pristine, but the colour of spent grounds from the coffee machine. 



Except for this one in the north east corner, its sand shipped 350 miles from the Sahara 



One small island, many microclimates. Pine and permanent mist on a north eastern ridge ... 



Whereas a few hundred metres below, and just outside the cloud edge, it’s different again. 



We swam here most days. 



Hill farming, some of it terraced. In the geological mid term, volcanic ash enriches the soil ... 



While in the geological short term we get the likes of Malpais de Guimar, 
the badlands formed by a volcanic eruption a trifling 10,000 years ago. 



While Blighty was kissing goodbye to mainland Europe, crimson rivulets snaked down Tenerife’s eastern slopes. Lashed 
by sulphurous downpours that flash-cooled their surfaces, the molten cores ran on to hollow out these tunnels. 



–  

Ten millennia is an eye-blink. Another hundred may see Malpais de la Guimar as fertile as those farmed slopes, but for 
now only a few specialists can hack the badlands. These Burnham Woodsmen snap like carrots to bleed sticky white. 
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